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FIGURE 1. Model overview. One of the two vocal folds is modeled, assuming 
complete asymmetry. The attachment of the arytenoids is modeled as a small 
volume in which a force distribution (force per volume) that balances with an 
externally applied force. The backplane, the upper and lower plane, and the 
plane of attachment to the thyroid cartilage are fixed. Deformation is achieved 
by applying a force that acts in the direction of the y axis, resulting in a force 
distribution as indicated by the arrow field. The air flow is in the direction of 
the z axis. The air pressure field enters as a traction force parallel to the surface 
normal. 

1. Introduction 

This report attempts to cover the mathematical and continuum mechanical framework for 
the development of a 3-dimensional vocal fold model with air flow simulation and interaction 
between flow and vocal fold movement. Some implementation details are also given, as far 
as they could be worked out. The computational part of the model is not yet implemented. 
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FIGURE 2. The left side shows a view of the vocal folds from above. The anterior 
direction is up. The arytenoids are capable of sliding and rocking movements 
on the cricoid and may, by the actions of various muscles, abduct and adduct 
the vocal folds. The right side shows a suggested effect of various degrees of 
compression of the arytenoids. If loosely compressed, (see left and middle) the 
part of the vocal folds that may oscillate is longer than in the case of complete 
adduction and locking of the arytenoids towards each other. 

This model, as most current vocal fold models, is restricted to certain aspects of the larygeal 
sound production and articulation. From a physiological standpoint, the emphasis is on the 
articulatory function of the arytenoids. The arytenoids are the anterior attachment of the 
vocalis muscles and the articulation of the arytenoids substantially influences the oscillatory 
behavior of the vocal folds. One of the purposes of this modeling effort is to quantitatively 
investigate the effects of locking or releasing the arytenoids on the movements and oscillation 
of the vocal folds. The first part reports on the continuum mechanics of the vocal fold model. 
Much of the methods worked out there can be applied to other tissue deformation modeling. 
The second part concentrates on the air flow modeling. 

2. Description of the vocal fold model 

After presenting a simple vocal fold model that includes the action of the arytenoids in a sim-
plifying manner, the continuum mechanical treatement of the moving vocal fold is described. 

A basic overview of the model is shown in Fig. 1. In this model it is assumed that the vocal 
folds are symmetric and so only one of the two folds is contained in the model (the left one). 
Shown on the right is the attachment to the thyroid represented as a plane, and to the left a 
region in the vocal fold at which the arytenoids are attached. The action of the arytenoids is 
represented in a stylized manner by assuming a force field that is active in a portion of the 
vocal folds. The strength and (uniform) direction of this field is specified externally, and will 
later provide a way to combine the model with articulatory models whose scope is the entire 
larynx, see [7], or the whole vocal tract, see Dang and Honda [5]. The air flow between the 
vocal folds is assumed to be symmetric in spite of the problematics of this assumption, see 
discussion in the section on fluid mechanics. 
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The anatomy and biomechanical function is well presented in the literature, and in particular 
in the well illustrated book by Fink and Demarest [9]. The adduction and abduction of 
the vocal folds for phonation is mainly achieved by actions of the arytenoids using both a 
sliding and rocking movement of the arytenoids on the ridge of the crycoid cartilage. It is 
hypothesised that the effective length of the vocal folds is shortend if the two arytenoids are 
pressed together (see Fig. 2). This assumes that in a more relaxed configuration, the position 
of the arytenoids is not precisely fixed so they can undergo small oscillations. Further, the 
arytenoids are elastic bodies and therefore, the vocal processes to which the vocalis muscles 
are attached may participate in the oscillations of the vocal folds, while the main mass of 
the arytenoid is essentially resting. If the arytenoids are compressed completely and locked 
together (Fig. 2 on the right), the tissue around the arytenoids is prevented from oscillating. 
This amounts to effectively shortening the vocal folds. One goal of this modeling effort is to 
investigate the effects of the arytenoid articulation on the vocal folds'oscillatory patterns in a 
quantitative way. 

3. Mathematical formulation of the model 

For modeling the movements of the vocal folds it is convenient to assume a material coordinate 
system (Lagrangian description) that moves with the deformation and movements of the vocal 
folds. The body is described in terms of material coordinates, that is, each particle p is 
uniquely identified by a tuple (C v, () . The particular choice of material coordinate system 
for the model is illustrated in Fig. 1 by a curvilinear coordinate system (See Appendix B). In 
the numerical implementation, this coordinate system will be established by using higher order 
polynomials as functions of~'v, (. The general equations of motion of a deforming continuum, 
written in material coordinates, apply to this case: 

(3.1) div (び） +f-pv=O 

u is the symmetric (Cauchy-) stress tensor, fare distributed body forces (N/mり， pis the 
density of the material, v the velocity, and v = a the acceleration, both represented as material 
fields, that is, functions of the particle coordinates p and of time. The equations of motion 
above are only general and will be made specific further below. In particular, the relation 
between the deformation process and the stress tensor needs to be formally defined. In addition, 
initial conditions and (essential and natural) boundary conditions have to be specified. For 
the initial conditions, it may be assumed that the model is at rest at the time zero and has 
a certain configuration that will be refered to as its reference configuration, which will be 
represented by the symbol 00. The motion, that is the solution of the equations of motion, is 
a time dependent mapping <I> from the reference configuration to the current configuration. In 
this model, the reference configuration may be some almost adducted state of the vocal folds. 
The essential boundary conditions are indicated in Fig. 1. Some of the surfaces are fixed, which 
is partially explained from the anatomy and partially from simple limitations of the domain 
of the model. The vocal folds are attached to the thyroid cartilage, which will be considered 
rigid and at rest. The other end of the vocal fold near the arytenoids is a free boundary but 
there is an imprinted force from the arytenoids, as explained further below. The back surface 
of the model and the upper and lower surfaces, as indicated in th~ 互gureare also assumed to 
be rigid and at rest. The currently proposed configuration and limitation of the model may 
change if it becomes necessary to extend the scope of the modeling. For example, the tissue 
around and between the arytenoids (to the left in the figure) is in reality a secondary opening 
of the vocal folds, sometimes called the glottal chink. 
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To avoid the complex computational problem of collision of the two vocal folds, the simpler 
problem will be considered first, namely that the two folds are moving in a symmetric way. 
In this case the collision problem is simplified to one in which the surface of the vocal fold 
model is constrained to move in one half-space. The collision modeling is reduced to a collision 
of a soft body with a rigid plane. In spite of this simplification, the more complicated prob-
lem of asymmetric collision can be addressed with the same formal method but is probably 
considerably more complicated in its practical implementation. 

The movement of the vocal fold model is directly coupled with the dynamic behavior of 
the air flow between the vocal folds. The air flow simulation will be covered in the second 
part, starting with section 8. In general, the action of the air flow onto the vocal fold can 
be expressed as a rapidly varying non-uniform surface pressure. This pressure field enters the 
dynamic system vocal fold as part of the natural boundary conditions for the equations of 
motion. 

4. Specification of the equations of motion 

The principle of virtual work (actually virtual power, if Sv is indeed understood as a velocity 
field) is employed to transform the equations of motion into a weak form that later becomes 
the starting point for a spatial discretization. 

Let Sv be an arbitrary velocity field that fulfilles the essential boundary conditions of the 
model, that is, it disappears where the model's movements are prescribed. The equation of 
motion is rewritten as a residual term that is supposed to be zero: 

(4.1) r = pv -f -div (u) = 0 

In what is known as weak formulation, it can be shown that the above is equivalent to de-
mantling that, for any field 6v, 

(4.2) bw = r・bv = 0 

The weak statement then is that for any field 6v the integral over the body flt in its current 
configuration flt must disappear: 

(4.3) 闊=J r・c5v血 =0
Dt 

To outline in brevity the solution method, all fields are approximated by suitable linear 
superposition of a set of interpolation functions, so that the displacements, the velocities, and 
the virtual velocities can be represented as a sum of weighted functions, for example for the 
velocity field: 

v=I:~ 衣 a

where the weight coefficients v a are three-dimensional vectors. In the finite element method 
they are the node velocities1. 

The method proceeds by reformulating the virtual work equation with the approximated field 
variables and generating contributions to the virtual work equations. In the following terms 
of the virtual power integral will be investigated individually. 

10nly in using the finite element method, the notation of nodal forces, nodal velocities and other nodal 
parameters, has a direct intuitive meaning as the properties of a body appear to be lumped to individual points 
that are connected in a mesh and have location, velocity, mass, force and other properties. Even though the 
concept of coefficients is more general and also covers the case of spectral coefficients, it is useful to always 
think in terms of nodal forces, displacements and velocities. 
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The kinetic energy rate term in the virtual work integral associated with the acceleration is: 

叫=!応.c5v = 
flt 

A representation by weight functions c5v =江Nac5va and v =江Nbvb results in a contribu-
tions 

(4.4) 叫=f p(L!V'. ふ）・（どN.凡）＝予In,pJ';'. ぷ）灼 ・6v0
flt b a 

This can be written in components: 

叫=~~(1tp~ぶ）箪Vai = Mab"V砂Vai

(Summation over multiple indices is implied.) Since the c5va are arbitrary, the lumping of 
inertia effects is manifest as forces 

Fl<in = LMふ

The symmetric mass matrix M transforms accelerations into inertial forces (which act on the 
nodes, if a finite element implementation is used). 

Remark: It should be pointed out that the mass matrix actually changes over time. This can 
be seen when it is computed once over the reference configuration and then over the current 
configuration. The actual integration is always executed over the domain d珈 ofmaterial 
coordinates that parameterizes the volume of the body, no matter if it is in its reference or 
in its current configuration. When evaluating the integral over the reference configuration 
Q。,the Jacobian Ji。ofthe mapping between d知 andD。mustbe used to weight the volume 
element of the configuration d知： dn。=Ji。 d~dvd(. Since D。doesnot change, could we just 
compute the mass matrix once by integrating over偽?Strictly speaking that is not allowed, 
since the definition of the mass matrix requires integration over Dt, as shown above. However, 
in this context we are dealing with almost incompressible tissue with approximately constant 
density. So, if we stretch the truth a little and assume that we are able to strictly enforce the 
condition of incompressibility (including in the numerical implementation) then the simulated 
movement of the body will be isochoric and the Jacobian J of the mapping from D。toDt will 
be always 1 everywhere. Under this assumption, the mass matrix computed over the current 
configuration volume is equal to the one computed over the reference. So it is for convenience 
to assume that this approximation is valid: 

(4.6) Mab= Mib = P J芯(p)芯(p)dn。=p J Na(もパ）芯（もパ）Jo(しパ）d叫 d(
Q。 d知

This way, since M is computed only when the reference configuration changes, the computation 
has to occure only once, and a linearization is not necessary. 

(4.5) 

4.2. Action of the arytenoids modeled as a body force term . 

Forces such as Coriolis and gravity are contained in the following component of the virt叫
work: 

叩 =j f・c5vd印
flt 
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f is a force density in units of Newton per m3 or dyne/cm3 and may vary over the volume. It 
may or may not depend on the movement. 

It will be assumed that Coriolis and gravitational forces can be neglected, but in this model 
there is another use of the body force term f. It will be used to introduce the forces by which 
the arytenoid acts on the vocal folds. This is admittedly a kluge. More physically correct -but 
probably more computational intense -modeling would represent the arytenoid as an elastic 
structure whose movements are modeled as a dynamic system which interfaces with the vocal 
folds'dynamic system. It can be expected that adding a rigid structure that interfaces with 
the vocal fold (and thus prescribes the movement of the nodes on the interface) would result 
in a stiffer behavior of the tissue in the vicinity of the arytenoid. However, since we would 
like to describe the movements of the vocal fold with sufficiently low order polynomials, this 
reduction of flexibility might result in too much artificial stiffening. 

The proposed "non-physical" modeling is illustrated in Fig 1. as small partial volume, corre-
sponding to the material coordinates in the brick formed by the intervals, A =直む]x [O, v0] x 
加，匂.In this region, the body forces are defined that represent the action of the arytenoids. 

One has to make a reasonable assumption about the distribution of this force field. In any 
case, we need to be able to compute with ease a total force that balances the force field, since 
this total force will be an externally controlled parameter. The simplest assumption, that 
the force field is uniform throughout the region, seems a bit unrealistic since the tip of the 
vocalis process certainly exerts a much smaller force in x direction than the point at which 
the arytenoid enters the vocal fold. Another possible assumption is to specify a torque at an 
(artificially introduced) pivot of the arytenoid and to compute the resulting force density. This 
appears to add too much complexity while being still inaccurate, since the movements of the 
arytenoids can be both sliding and rocking movements. 

A short consideration about the force density distribution: Consider a pivot point o outside 
the vocal fold element. The pivot axis may for simplicity be parallel to the z-axis, so things are 
planar。 Lets denote the distance from the pivot to a point x in the vocal fold projected onto 
the xy-plane. If the force is acting perpendicular to the connecting line x to o, the torque is 
T = f(x)s(x). If the transmitting element behaves like a flexible beam the force itself depends 
on the distance s in a monotonically falling manner. In particular, if we are dealing with a 
uniform beam, we would get f proportional to 1/ s乞Sincethe arytenoid is thinner at the vocal 
process end than near the entrance point, this extreme seems as unlikely as the assumption of 
a constant force. An intermediate assumption could be using f ~ 1/ s. 
So in the most primitive representation of the arytenoids, it will be assumed that the force 
field is unidirectional and can be described by a scalar weighting function w times a vector 
f that . aryt 1s controlled from outside: 

f (x) = w(x)f aryt 

The externally controlled parameter will be denoted Taryt・It is a vector parallel to f aryt・To 
specify f aryt we need to compute: 

Taryt = Lt f(x)dnt = faryt j w(x)d印

flt 

and thus 

f aryt = Taryt/ j w(x)dnt 
flt 

Since this would result in the necessity to recompute f aryt every time the system changes (since 

dnt = Ji。Jd(dvd(,and J, the Jacobian, changes with the deformation), it is advantageous to 
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define the force field either on the reference system (with dn。=Ji。d~dvd() and most simply 
directly in material coordinates. This would result in: 

faryt = Taryt/ J w(p)dn。
Q。

It is now necessary to compute the virtual work contribution of these forces. This will allow 
the force field to be lumped to the nodes by projecting it on the shape functions of each node. 
The expression for the virtual work field, 

叩=J f・ovdnt 
fit 

gives rise to an internal force associated with node a of 

(4.7) Flnt = 1t J(x)Na(x)dnt = faryt i。tw(x)芯 (x)dnt 

Obviously, the computation of the resulting node forces depends on the current configuration, 
no matter how f aryt. is specified. To simplify the computation it could be assumed that the 
movement is isochonc, which means that J~1 everywhere. In this case, the components 

恥
body 

can be precomputed as follows: 

pmt= T 
贔 w(p)兄 (p)dno

aryt 贔 w(p)dn。

These integral values can be precomputed once the reference configuration is specified. 

(4.8) 

4.3. Stress field. 

The stress field gives rise to a virtual work contribution (stress power): 

叫=J div (u)・c5vdnt 
flt 

Using the identity, 

div (u)・c5v = div (吋v)一び： v'(c5v) 

and Gauss'integration theorem, it can be shown that it is (n representing the surface normal): 

叩=!ant n・(cr)c5vdAt -l, 印ぴ▽ (c5v) dn1 

= lnt位n)・c5vdAt-fn1び：▽ (c5v) dn1 

According to Cauchy's theorem of the existence of stress (see Gurtin, page 101『),the stress 
field at the surface must be balanced with a surface traction that acts on the surface. It is 
obtained, on the surface: un = t. Further, sinceび issymmetrical, ▽ (ov) can be replaced 

by its symmetric part oD =½(• (ov) +▽ (ov)り(seeDEF. 5 and Lemma 1). The above can 
then be rewritten as: 

(4.9) 叩＝叩— oWa = int t・OvdAt -11び： 0Ddn1 
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The surface traction will be discussed in the next subsection. Here will be dealt with the other 
term: 

叫=!び： 5Dd印

flt 

Obviously, it is necessary to compute the stress a as a function of the kinematic variables and 
other parameters to make the model complete. 

In general, the stress tensor a depends on both the deformation and the rate of deformation 
tensors. In this model, it will be assumed that the dependency can be decomposed into a 
purely hyper-elastic term and a viscous term. The hyper-elastic term will be discussed first. 
For a good presentation of most of these issues, see the book [3]. 

Considering Lemma 1 (see Appendix C), the definition of hyperelastic materials is facilitated 
by introducing the second Piola stress tensor which is a push-back version of the Cauchy stress 
tensor. The relation between the two is by the Piola-transformation: 

(4.10) び=1-1FSFT . S = JF拉 p-T

For the description of hyperelastic materials, the 2nd Piola tensor can be obtained as the total 
differential of an energy density function which is a function of the Cauchy deformation tensor: 
w(C): 

S=2 
謹 (C)

, S2J = 2 
呼 (C)

.. 

ac acij 
As shown in Appendix C, for the case of incompressible materials a requirement emerges that 
the 2nd Piola stress must be modified, in that it now depends on a pressure field that is not 
a function of the Cauchy tensor C. This is also true for the case that the 2nd Piola tensor 
contains other terms that are unrelated to the Cauchy tensor. In the present case there is an 
additional term that results from viscous shear damping, and is therefore some fリnctionL of 
the velocity gradient D, or its material push back, the rate of the Euler tensor: E =戸DF.
So the 2nd Piola tensor becomes: 

8w(C) 
S = 2 + L[刷+ryJc-1 

ac 
For an incompressible tissue the stress-strain relations usually assume that the tissue deformes 
isochorically. In fact, if the stress strain relations were obtained in experiments, the empirically 
found relations are only valid if the movements are isochoric, since incompressible tissue can 
only deform isochorically. In a numerical implementation, it is usually not possible to realize 
exactly ischoric movements. One way to get around the resulting problems is to use a modified 
Cauchy tensor that has always a determinante of 1, namely 

で=]叶c
and rewrite the strain energy density function'11 (C) by雨(C):= w(で） • A modified 2nd Piola 
tensor can be formulated by writing: 

aw c ac ac 
"h S 

a'l!C 
S = 2---=-- = S - wit := 2~ 

fJC fJC fJC fJC 

Sis then obtained via the following operation (see Appendix for a derivation): 

(4.11) s = 1-2/3 (s -1区： C)C—1) 
It can be seen (see appendix) that the modified elasticity potential w(で） results in a stress 
field in which the pressure term disappears. 



4.3.1. 

4. SPECIFICATION OF THE EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

Viscous term. The viscous stress co11:tribution will be assumed to be simply: 

びv= 2μD 

，
 

Since a pressure term is undesirable in this equation, it must be removed and only the deviatoric 
part used: 

2μ 
DEV(uv) = CTv --truJ = 2μD --div (v) I 

3 3 
This is done anticipating that the dynamic constraint of isochoric movement, div (v) = 0, can 
not be enforced strictly when using a discrete approximation. 

4.3.2. Discretization. The discretization of the stress terms is achieved by again making 
use of the discretization of the virtual velocity field c5v and its spatial gradient (see A.9). Using 

▽ c5v=区a6VaR▽ Na, 

J び v'c5vd印=~(! u▽い）…
Dt a Dt 

is obtained. Therefore, the resulting node force is: 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 庁 =J (1"訊 dot
flt 

4.4. Surface traction. 

The surface traction in this model is due to the external pressure field which varies over the 
surface of the vocal fold. As such it is a function of the current location of a point on the 
surface and its direction is always in the negative surface normal. So if p(x) is the pressure 
then a contribution to the virtual work is obtained: 

叩=int t・<5v dAt = int p(x)n(x)・c5v dAt 

In considering the variation of node a only, the lumped force is obtained: 

F;urf = J p(x)n(x)N, ぷ）dAt . 
ant 

Practical note: The computation of this surface integral is usually achieved by numerical 
means. First a parametric description of the surface is needed. For that two variables that 
parameterize the surface, a and /3 are used. The shape functions are restriced to the surface 
so that formally functions Na(a, /3) are obtained2. The surface normal is 

(4.14) 

翌 x翌

n(x) = n(x(a, /3)) = 
如卵

饂 x盛
&a 8(3 

and the surface area is: 
ax ax 

dAt = - x - dad{] 
aa af] 

So the normalization term for the surface normal drops out: 

(4.15) 
ax 

ndA=-
aa 

ax 
x -dad/3 
邸

2The same symbol芯 isused for both the surface shape functions and the three-parameter shape functions 
for the interior of the region. Since the three-parameter shape functions are usually outer products of one-
parametric functions, one of the three variables may be simply set to a fixed value to achieve the surface 
parametrization. 
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FIGURE 3. A: Idealized constraint. B: Numerically realistic approximation of 
the constraint. C: Constraint depending on gap velocity 

In the appendix (see 14.1) the case of a constant surface pressure is considered, leading to a 
number of coefficients that can be precomputed. However, in the general case it is better to 
proceed along the lines of Gauss-Legendre integration: For each Gauss point with weight w9 
in the domain, that is, at a parameter value (a9, /39), 

1 
ax 

ca culate x = L N, 忍 a and - = 
8Na 

如 I:aa 
ぷ 8Na

Xa and - = 叩 ~8(3 ふ
Then compute the vector y 9 =翌 x督andfind the pressure p at the location x. 

Ft,a = L Wgp(O:gむ）芯(a:9,/39)y 9 
g 

4.5. Collision constraint. 

Only one half of the glottis is represented in the model, assuming symmetry. Therefore, the 
movement of the one vocal fold is constrained to one half space. The symmetry assumption 
implies that the collision with the opposite fold always occures exactly at the midline and 
therefore provides precisely the collision forces necessary to stop the left vocal fold (which is 
modeled) exactly at the midline. So the collision that must be modeled is a collision without 
friction between a soft body and the ridid y-z plane at x=O. The gap g(x) is defined as 
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the distance from a surface point of the vocal fold x to the constraint plane. In this case, 
of course, g(x) = -x1. The traction that will keep the gap from becoming negative is a 
Lagrange multiplier variable that must be zero as soon as there is no contact. The traction 
acts in negative x-direction in this model's case, and its magnitude is denoted T(x). Hence, 
the following conditions apply: 

(4.16) 

The last equation means that either g or T or both must be equal zero. The domain on which 
g and T can be is shown in Fig. 3-A as thick lines. It is numerically impossible to implement 
such a constraint and so an approximation could be 

g2: 0 7 2: 0 ,and gT = 0 

gT-E=O 

However, one small problem is that the function f(gT) =勾丑 hasa saddle point at the origin. 
In the book by Bathe on Finite Elements [2] a different function is proposed: 

w(g,T)=~-J(T)' 十€
It turns out that w(g, r) = 0 implies gr= E. The advantage of this function can be seen when 
we compare the landscape of the square of this function with the square of the function gr -E, 
see Fig. 4. 

If the constraint is fulfilled the force will be T = E/ g. From a numerical standpoint it may 
be benificial to make the small number E in the constraint depending on the gap velocity: If 
the gap velocity is negative, that is, the body is moving towards the boundary, we would like 
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a bit more repelling force "early on". Thus, E should increase with the speed of approach and 
also have the effect of flattening the constraint curve so that the counter force begins to act 
already at a larger gap. With this in mind the choice is: 

心） = Eo exp (ag) 
This results in a constraint function: 

(4.17) 
g+T 

w(g,g,T) = - -
2 

冒）2 + <o exp {ag) 

The resulting constraint surface w(g, g, T) = 0 is sketched in Fig. 3-C. 

In the non-linearized form, the inclusion of the constraint amounts to adding a term Tm to 
the traction in the virtual work of the surface forces, where m represents the direction vector 
in which the collision force acts (in this model a unit vector in the negative x-direction). So 
the virtual work term related to the surface traction is: 

(4.18) r5剛=J Tm・6vdAt 
ぬ t

To find T the constraint equation w = 0 must be solved。 Thisis trivial because w = 0 implies 
that T can be computed as T = Eo exp (ag) / g. 

It may be asked why not just use w = Tg + c(g)? The significance of the more complicated 
function w(g, g, T)) can only be seen when considering linearization. The negative gradient of 
the function is defined everywhere on the (g, T) plane (for any g) and points always directly to 
the next point on the constraint curve w = 0, where it disappears. This thread will be picked 
up again later. 

The surface traction field that enforces the impenetrability condition is different from zero 
where the vocal folds are in contact (that is, numerically very close to contact). An integration 
over the contact area is required to lump these surface tractions to node forces. Formally this 
is achieved, for node a, by the surface integral 

(4.19) F;ol = J釦 (x)rnNadAt

In the implementation, the contact area will be covered by several test points for each of 
which the contact condition is evaluated. It is reasonable to simply use a large number of 
Gauss integration points on the surface of the vocal fold and use Gauss-Legendre integration. 
The surface integral (4.19) is then computed as a weighted sum of the pointwise evaluated 
integrant. 

5. Augmented Virtual Work equation 

Now we should collect the pieces again and put them together into one account. It is conve-
nient to follow some methods described nicely in the book by Bonet and Wood [3]. However, 
it is necessary to extend it a bit to the case of dynamic systems and systems with collision 
which are not covered there. 

The solution to the equations of motion is represented by the symbol屯 Itdescribes the 
mapping from a reference configuration to the current configuration. The change of this 
mapping constitutes the movement that is the solution of the equations of motion together 
with appropriate boundary conditions and constraints. 

Since the vocal folds are not really elastic and have dissipative losses, it is not possible to 
formulate the same variational statements that hold true for elastic systems, in which the 
strain energy can be derived from an elasticity potential. Even though this is used to describe 
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the elastic part of the stress tensor, it is no longer possible to employ an elastic potential whose 
derivative is the stress tensor. 

In elastic systems constraints can be incorporated related to the deformation by augmenting 
the strain energy function by a functional that is chosen such that it disappears when the 
constraint is exactly fulfilled. This method is described in detail in the book by Bonet and 
Wood (and in other places). The method can be described as follows: The total energy function 
of the system is written down and augmented by the constraints, then the total variation is 
taken to obtain an augmented virtual work equation. In implementing the incompressibility 
constraint, the central idea is to separate the volume changing component of the strain energy 
and the distortional strain energy so that the stress tensor u does not contain any volumetric 
components. Since it is not possible to write one strain energy function whose differential is 
the stress tensor, a virtual work equation is obtained by multiplying the equations of motion 
with an arbitrary velocity field and integrating. This functional is augmented by the total 
variation of another functional that takes care of the constraints. 

It is assumed that some solution to the equations of motion exist, and it is at time t a 
mappingりfroma reference configuration to the current configuration. In this configuration 
the equat10ns of motion are satisfied. So a weak statement that holds true for any virtual 
displacement or velocity field 6v becomes the the virtual work equation: 

(5.1) JW(<I>, Jv) = Lt pv・6v -Lt f・Jvdnt + Lt u ▽ (6v) dnt -int t・6vdふ =0

In this equation it is assumed that the condition that the movement must be ischoric has been 
taken into account, and that the stress has been accordingly computed by using a reduced 
strain description withで， asoutlined earlier in the subsection about the stress field3. 

In addition to the virtual work equation the actual condition is reached in which the movement 
is isochoric. In a way similar to the methods based on a Hu-Washizu principle, it is required 
that the following functional is invariant: 

(5.2) II贋，フ，p)= L。U(のdn。+L。p(J-J)dn。

The variable J, the Jacobian, is connected to the solution <I>, hence the dependence of the 
functional TIP on <I>. However, the variables J and p are independent field variables. The 

integration is over the reference domain since we assume that the fields J and p are body 
fields (moving along with the coordinate system). In order for the incompressibility condition 
to be fulfilled, it is required that the sum of !_he virtual work equation and the total 
variation of TIP disappears. The function U(J) may be specified, for example, as 

U(J) = ％一

2 
(J -1) and thus U (J) =叫J-l)' 

which can be seen as an artificially introduced volumetric strain energy function, hence the 
(large) penalty coefficient ,,,,P can be seen as a bulk compressibility coefficient. This function 

should be zero, and at the same time the independent field variable J should be approximately 
equal to the Jacobian J, which is related to the actual solution <I>. For this reason a Lagrange 
parameter field p exists in the functional. Formally, the requirement is: 

(5.3) 5W(屯和）＋鴎（屯J,p)= 0 

Hereby the variations are taken in the directions 6v, corresponding to the solution屯汀
corresponding to the field J, and 6p corresponding to the field p. The whole purpose of this 

3Strickly speaking, the reduced kinematic description should咆obe applied for the computation of the 
viscous stress component, using a reduced deformation rate tensor D. 
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exercise, as will be seen below, is to obtain a discretization that makes it possible to enforce 
the incompressibility condition in an approximate way without locking problems. We have the 
following partial directional derivatives of几：

(5.4) 

ヽ
｀
ー
／
ヽ
~

5

6

 

5

i

5

 

，
ー
＇
（

Orr虚v]= J p0J[6v]dn。
n。

Orr』紅]= J ( dU□)-_ -p)6Jdn。
Q。dJ

DII如]= J (J -叩pdn。
n。

The first of these directional derivatives can be reformulated as follows, see (A.4): 

DII証v]=1。pJdiv(c5v)dn。=L。pJJ:Vovdn。=Lt pl: ▽ Jvdnt 

The determinant J falls out since the last intergral is over the current configuration, to make it 
compatible with the way the virtual work equation was written. Since the directional deriva-
tives are added to the virtual work equation via (5.3) it becomes meaningful to understand pl 
as an artificial pressure term of the stress tensor: It is added to maintain the incompressibility 
condition. 

It is necessary to find an appropriate way to approximate the incompressibility condition in 
a discretization method without locking. Obviously, it cannot be fulfilled point-wise because, 
simply speaking, there would be more requirements on the movement than there are coefficients 
(node variables) to describe it. So it will be assumed that while shape functions Na are used for 
the description of the kinematic variables such as velocity and displacements, differ竺~t shape 
functions Pa are used for the discretization of the pressure field p and of the field J, and of 
course for their variations4. It is prudent to use a lower polynomial order for the pressure 
approximation than for the approximation of the movement. 

The second of the above derivatives must be zero, since it is the only contribution to (5.3) 
depending on the variation紅 andsince (5.3) must hold for arbitrary variations of J. Using 
the discretization with the shape functions Pa, one obtains: 

(5.7) し(~ び(J)P,江ーニ瓢~0,p,) 山。 =O
Since the variations bla are arbitrary,the following linear equation is obtained. This must be 
solved for the pressure coefficients pが

(5.8) ~Cl。訊dn。)勁=J U'(J)凡dn。
Q。

This method can be seen as a generalization of the "mean dilational technique" described 
in the book by Bonet and Wood ([3]), which would be obtained if the pressure is assumed 
constant over the domain of integration, that is, only one shape function Pa = l would be 
used. 

However, it should not be forgotten that there is one other constraint on the movement, 
namely the impenetrability condition. As shown in the subsection on collision, this may be 

4Note that J is not interpolated the same way since it depends on the displacement field which is described 
by different means. 
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FIGURE 5. The negative gradients of the function w(g, r)2 point towards the 
constraint rg-E everywhere. 

achieved via the additional requirement that a function w~g(<I>),T) on the surface disappears. 
This function is the same as was described earlier to approximate the exact collision constraint. 
The intention is now to make this requirement only point-wise, and in a quadratice sense. The 
surface that may be in contact is sampled at several points where the condition w(g, T)2 = O is 
applied to obtain the traction Tin the direction of a unit vector m so that the impenetrability 
condition is enforced. At the contact surfaces the traction force Tm must be in equilibrium 
witli the stress field of the body. Therefore, for all contact surface points the condition is: 

er・n = Tm 

For this reason, the traction Tm becomes part of the surface tractions t. 

The above would also be obtained if it had been stipulated that the constraint w(g, T) = 0 
and not its square these two are obviously equivalent. However, if the constraint is to be 
linearized, it would be benificial to use the quadratic constraint. This is illustrated by the 
plot in figure Fig. 5. Everywhere in the plane the negative gradient points towards the line 
where the constraint is met. This is, by the way, not true for the gradients of the square of 
th e constramt Tg-E = 0. 

6. o・ 1scret1zed equations of motion 

In consideration of the derivations for the mass matnx see . , (4  5), the lumped stess (see 4.13), 
the body forces (see 4.7), and the surface traction forces (4.14) and (4.19), the following system 
can be put together: 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

崖＋戸（口） +H(甕=pint(笙，T)+F叩立） + pcol(盆）

Q(互厄=q_(互）

w(g(互），T(互）)2=0 

In these equations the node locations are arranged as one column vector盆， andthe pressure 
coefficients as l!.・The dependency on node locations and velocities is given in the terms in the 
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equation. The coefficient Taryt represents the action of the arytenoid (see section 4.2). The 
inner stress term F(, further depends on time-variant parameters such as muscle activation of 
the vocalis muscle, but this dependency is only implied. The matrix His obtained as follows. 
The pressure term in the virtual work equation is f nt pl : ▽ 6vdnt. The discretization of p with 
the interpolation functions Pa and of 6v with Na results in: 

(6.4) In, pl ▽ Jvdn, ~ ~~1, (P, 訊 dn,)p,応~~~加 p,Jv.

The second equation (6.2) for the pressure coefficients Pa inどisa short notation for (5.8). 

The above system of equations lacks a detailed description of the origin of the surface forces Ft, 
It is known that they result from the pressure distribution that is delivered by the particular 
flow pattern near the surface of the vocal folds. It is also clear that this flow pattern and hence 
the pressure field depends on the state of the vocal folds. From this it becomes obvious that 
the above system needs to be combined with one more complete dynamic system: the air flow 
model. The mutual coupling between the two systems consists of the following: The vocal fold 
model's state provides a boundary condition for the fluid mechanical system, and the air flow 
provides a pressure field on the surface of the vocal folds. 

7. Linearization 

The non-linear system of equations describing the discretized movements of the vocal folds 
can be solved, in general, by two methods. One method consists in eliminating at each time 
step the pressure variables and surface tractions and proceeding with an explicite method such 
as the Euler stepping method, or 2nd or higher order Runge-Kutta methods. The advantage 
of these methods is that no further linearizations are necessary. Only one linear system needs 
to be solved at any time step to resolve the first equation for孟．

Another method among the explicite solution methods is the central difference method in 
which the current acceleration and velocity of the dynamic system is approximated in terms of 
the central differences around the previous time step. This method was applied by Dang and 
Honda [5] for the modeling of a dynamic vocal tract model. This method is staight-forward 
since their model is directly formulated as an ordinary quasi-linear second order differential 
equation. A stiffness matrix and a damping matrix can be directly obtained without lineariza-
tion since the relation between nodal distances and force is assumed to be linear (within a 
range). 

The major disadvantage of explicite methods is that very small time steps may be necessary 
(especially, of course, during collision) to obtain stable solutions. Implicite methods, on the 
other hand, while not free from this restriction, can be shown to be more stable but certainly 
only within limits. In general ter!Ils, an implicite method is one in which the current config-
uration of the dynamic system is used to calculate stresses and forces. All implicite methods 
contain therefore an iterative step during which a new dynamic equilibrium is computed, unless 
the system is linear. 

While implicite methods are considered more accurate and stable (c.f. the discussion in Bathe 
[2], chap. 9), they have the disadvantage that a linearization of the equations of motion at each 
time step is required. One of the most celebrated version among the implicite time stepping 
methods is the Newmark method, for this reason the procedure is documented in the appendix 
of this report (see Appendix F). 

In way of linearizing the system of equations, the main difficulty lies in computing a tangential 
stress-strain relationship that is then lumped into a tangential stiffness matrix. The methods 
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to obtain the tangential stiffness matrix are described in Bathe's book [2] and in Bonet's and 
Wood's book (see [3], chapter 7.4). 

The central problem in obtaining the tangential stiffness matrix is to obtain a tangential 
stress-strain relationship based on the constitutive equations for the tissue. Therefore, it is 
described in this report. For the elastic stress component which can be represented by a 
hyperelastic term, the second derivative of the elastic potential ¥[J" is needed. This is the 
Lagrangian tangential elasticity tensor: 

(7.1) '.D= 
a2w a2w 

=4 
aEaE acac 

Using the reduced potential屯（で）， thechain rule is applied to obtain f). This will be done 

by first computing an intermediate~and transforming it to f). In the sequel the Lagrangian 
elasticity tensor is transfor巴edinto a spatial elasticity tensor. 

The transformation from S to S (see (4.11)), is achieved by multiplication with a 4th order 
symbol, that will be denoted笈 Incomponents, this symbol is defined as follows: 

疋ijkl= 
acij 

ackz 
= J-2/3(ら心ー忙心）

The operation of疋becomesclear by writing out the differentiation of the elastic potential in 
full: 

o¥J!(C) aw(c) ac 
Skl = 2 = 2 

ij 

如 kl 0翫i ack1 
＝瓦店ijkl

In tensor notation it is possible write the transformation as double tensor contraction: 

S=百：疋

To proceed, the chain rule can then be employed: 

8S 祝~fJ疋
ー＝疋·—· 疋＋百・ — 
fJC • fJで・ ・fJC

The tedious algebra of this is documented in Appendix D. As a result the following Lagrangian 
elasticity tensor was found. 

(7.2) 
喜 J-4/3[15 -1~ : C) 0 c-1 + c-1 0 (C: 15)) +~(C: 151: C)C―1Rc-1] 

一討―2/3[百@C―i+ c-1R 瓦（百： C)(J-祈―10c→]
whereby J is in components: 

Jijkl = C五10jl1.

7.0.l. Fiber strain example. Following is an example that will be useful for the vocal fold 
model but also for the modeling of contractile tissue such as muscles. 

The strain energy function may have a component that only depends on the elongation in 
a fiber direction. The direction of the fiber is given by some unit vector f in the reference 
configuration. Using the reduced Cauchy tensor, the stretch of the fiber is: 

叩） = (JTFT町）1/2 = (fぶ山）1/2 
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Resulting邑anene堕"1function that depends entirely on the stretch in the fiber direction, 
namely w(C) = h(l(C)). The differential of l with respect toでis:

8Z(C) 1 

ac 2z(c) fRf 

The reduced 2nd Piola tensor is found as: 

(7.3) S=2 
枷 (l(で）） h' 

ac 
= -fRf 

and the reduced elasticity matrix: 

(7.4) 応2~= げ—塁） fRfRfRf 

It is certainly instructive to take an example of linear elasticity in which the strain energy 
function is designed to be h(l) = (a/2)(l2 1) - , where a 1s some constant. The development 
above then shows that the Piola tensor is a constant百=afRf and the tangential matrix 35" 
disappears. 

If the Piola tensor is constant, it doesn't mean that the actual stress, represented by the 
Cauchy stress tensor u = J-1 FSF互isconstant. This depends on the deformation gradient 
F. 

7.0.2. Transformation to spatial tangent elasticity tensor. Just as the 2nd Piola tensor is 
transformed to the Cauchy stress, it is necessary to transform its tangential derivative to a 
corresponding spatial tangential derivative. It is easy to see that 1-1 Fc-1戸=1-1 I, so the 
following is obtained: 

(7.5) び =Jー lps戸=1-5f3(F百pT-}ほ：C)I) 

The relation between the 2nd derivative of the 2nd Piola tensor and the Eulerian (spatial) 
tangential elasticity tensor is: 

Cijkl = J-1 Fil和 FkK肛 1)IJKL

It is straight-for巴~rd to define an intermediate reduced Eulerian tangential elastic tensor c by 
replacing 1) by 1) in this transformation. If c is then transformed to the corresponding unre-
duced elastic tensor, using the above Piola-transformation, the following formula is obtained: 

1 1 
(7.6) c = J-7/3 [, -3 ((c: I)RI+ 1R(I: c)) + 9(1: c: I)IRI] 

So in short, the method to calculate C, the Eulerian elasticity tensor, comes down to first 
putting together a material elasticity tensor 35, then transforming it via the Piola transforma— 

tion described above to obtain c. 

7 .1. Linearization of the viscous stress component. 

The viscous stress contribution to the virtual work using the test velocity field c5v is: 

叩=it Uv: c5D血 =1。t(2µD —誓div (v) I) : Ddnt 

This can be rewritten as: 

叩=J 2μD : c5D -3!!_div (v) div (c5v) 
rlt 3 
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The directional derivative of this functional in the direction of a second field w, keeping加

constant is: 
2 

Dc5W土]= 1t (2μDw : c5D -3μdiv (w) div (c5v))血

Hereby Dw is the symmetric part of the gradient of the (velocity-) field w. 
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8. Modeling air flow in the three-dimensional glottis model 

The main purpose of modeling the air flow in this model is to obtain a sufficiently accurate 
computation of the pressure field acting on the surface of the vocal folds. It is clear that, using 
current computational methods for fluid mechanics (e.g.,[8],[4]) and computer resources, the 
accurate flow modeling in the glottis would be a very demanding computational task. Several 
considerations about the flow field need to be clarified in order to obtain some reasonable 
simplifications of the task, mainly resulting in faster computation without sacrificing too much 
of the validity of the computed air flow. 

(A) Is the flow symmetric? Or do we regularly have flow regimes as in this speculative sketch? 

In the real vocal tract the flow is certainly not (strictly) symmetric. In spite of that, the 
proposed vocal fold model makes a symmetry assumption. First it should be noted that if 
the flow is not symmetric, the movements of the vocal folds cannot be symmetric, because an 
asymmetric flow will create an asymmetric pressure profile on the folds, that must result in 
asymmetric movements of the folds even if their material properties are identical5 Nevertheless, 
it could be argued that if the flow is at least "reasonably" symmetric, the vocal fold model 
can be reasonably symmetric. The main advantages of modeling a symmetric vocal fold model 
with symmetric flow are that (a) the collision modeling is drastically simplified, and (b) the 
flow modeling is drastically simplifed because it is easier to find a flexible mesh for the air flow 
simulation, as discussed below. 

One strong argument against the assumption of symmetry in the flow is the observation of the 
Coanda effect, namely that in a duct with varying cross section the flow tends to lean towards 
one or the other wall. On the other hand, one important argument put forward against the 
Coanda effect is to suggest that there is not enough time during the oscillatory cycle of the 
glottis to establish such an asymmetric flow field. This idea is also supported by explorative 
experimental evidence in [12]: The authors show a series of Schlieren photographs that are 
taken during the change of an impulsively starting flow in an experimental (rigid, non-moving) 
glottis model and point out that a Coanda effect can not be observed in that case. The 
experiment was done after strong evidence for the Coanda effect could be found in steady flow 
experiments. In my opinion, in spite of this strong experimental evidence, the non-existence 

5This very trivial and very sharp observation was brought to my attention in communication with Matthias 
Heil. 
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of the Coanda effect for the moving glottis is not necessarily the last word. Therefore, it is 
more a matter of convenience to assume that the air flow can be modeled symmetrically. 

8.1. One-dimensional flow approximation. 

In the article by Story and Titze [13] a straight-forward one-dimensional flow model is used. 
It results in a simple algebraic equation that relates the pressure along the glottis to the cross-
sectional area. It is assumed that the flow detaches at the point of minimal constriction so that 
the pressure acting on the glottis above the minimal constriction is equal to the supra-glottal 
pressure. 

The Bernoulli equation results for the case of uniform flow, described by a volume velocity 
U, in the following: 

1 1 1 
P =Ps --U刊―--)2 A2 A2 

where As is the opening area at the beginning of the constriction and A the area along the 
vocal folds. Further simplifications shown in [13] result in this equation for the pressure: 

p = Ps -(Ps -Pi) (Amin/ A)2 

Hereby, A加 nis the minimal cross sectional area along the glottis, Ps the sub-glottal, and Pi the 
supra-glottal pressure. A generalization to two dimensions as flow through multiple parallel 
channels may be conceivable in which each one is considered a one-dimensional flow: 

However, as shown on the right, it would be necessary to set up a communication between 
two neighboring flows: If the flow gets blocked in one channel, and the neigboring channels are 
still open, an increase of the flow in the neighboring channels would be expected. This already 
appears complicated enough to justify (in my view) the investigation of the actual fluid flow 
problem from first principles6. 

Pelorson et al [12] modified the detatchment assumption by investigating more accurately the 
condition for detatchment of the flow based on a shear-boundary layer approximation. This 
results in a different definition of the point of detatchment, and also in some improvements of 
the two-mass model. 

6In considering generalizations to 2 or 3-dimensional flow, it appears that instead of the algebraic equation 
that is used to compute the pressure, a Poisson equation is obtained for the pressure in 2 or 3-dimensional 
flow, as will be shown below. 
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FIGURE 6. Sketch of various regions for modeling of the fluid dynamics in the 
symmetric glottis. The regions 1,2 and 3 are moving with the surface of the vocal 
folds, that is the field w (see text) is defined in these regions depending on the 
movements of the folds. The regions 4 and 5 are fixed. The region under the 
boundary r1 is the sub-glottal region, and the region r4 is the supra-glottal region. 

8.2. Description of flow in a moving grid. 

The following gives an outline starting at the general Navier-Stokes equations for fluid flow. 
The Navier-Stokes equations are formulated in a moving coordinate system, following the 
method that is known in the literature as Alternate Lagrangian or Eulerian (ALE) 
method. The basic idea is that a grid in which the fluid is simulated moves partially with 
the moving surface of the deforming body. 

In particular (see Fig. 6), between the two (symmetrically moving) vocal folds, the vertical 
direction of movement is identical to the movements of the vocal folds, that is, the z and y 
components of the movement is the projection of the movement of the folds onto the y-z plane. 
The grid's movement in x direction is equal to the movement in x direction on the surface of 
the vocal folds and equal to zero in the midsagittal plane. Above the glottis, another region's 
movement is only determined by the movement of the upper edge of the vocal folds, as can be 
seen in Fig. 6. 

Relative to this moving coordinate system, the Navier;-Stokes equations can be formulated. 
Using either a set of polynomial shape functions to model the fluid flow relative to the move-
ments of the grid or by making use of some other method based on the finite volume method or 
even spectral methods, the flow and pressure fields may be computed. One important problem 
that has to be solved is the fact that the grid collapses when and where the two folds impact. 
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8.3. Navier-Stokes equations in a moving coordinate system. 

Following the moving grid idea, it is assumed that there is a velocity field w inscribed on 
the fluid domain. The velocity w of the field is in general independent of the spatial velocity 
field of the fluid v, see Fig. 7. A control volume shown in gray in the figure is moving with 
the grid, that is it's boundaries are moving at the velocity w at the spatial locations of the 
boundary. Transport equations can be stated for any field that is associated with the air flow, 
see Gurtin's book [10), page 78, or Ferzigter and Peric's book [8], chapter 12. In the control 
volume moving with w, Reynold's transport theorem becomes: 

Let <I> be a smooth spatial field and let it be either scalar of vector valued. For any control 
volume that moves with the field w the rate of change becomes: 

d 
盃Lt<I>dV = Lt <I>'dV + fact <I> (v -w)• ndA 

屯 representsthe change of the field, keeping the spatial location fixed, whereasむwouldbe 
the material change of the quantity while moving along with a particle. It should be noted 
that there are two limiting cases. In the Eulerian description, the field w is zero and in the 
Lagrangian desmiption it is eq叫 tothe velocity of the movement, so that the second part 
disappears. 

In particular, if the quantity <I> is the momentum pv, then the above is valid for each compo-
nent and we get: 

羞jpvjdV= j 竺~dV+J四 (v-w)・ndA 
Ct Ct fJt 8Ct 

In vector notation this amounts to 

羞LtpvdV= l誓dV+ fact (vRp(v -w))ndA 

The position of the density p was deliberately put to the right since the continuum equation 
can be applied written in a the appropriate form 

d op 
五JpdV= J面dV+ j p(v -w) : ndA = 0 

Ct Ct 8Ct 

The above equation must hold because there are only two sources of how matter can disappear 
or appear in the control volume Ct: Either because the mass density changes or because matter 
leaves or enters the volume. This happens at a speed v -w relative to the boundary of the 
control volume, so the second term comprises this transport of mass. 

The integral of moment over the control volume must be in equilibrium with the surface forces 
acting on the surface of the control volume, assuming the absense of any body forces such as 
gravity. So we get two equations, independent of the control volume (using the divergence 
theorem). 

opv 

at + div (v 0 (pv -pw)) = div (び）

op 

at — +div(pv-pw) = 0 
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This is the same as: 

opv 

at -+▽  v (pv -pw) + vdiv (pv -pw) = div (び）

珈
祝
—+ div (pv -pw) = 0 

And so the continuity equation can be applied to simplify, by subtracting v times the second 
equation from the first one. This results in the Navier Stokes equations(p > 0). 

av 1 

at -+▽ v(v-w) = -div(u) 
p 

ap 
祝
+ div (pv -pw) = 0 

(8.1) 

If w = 0 the us叫 Navier-Stokesand continuity equations in the Eulerian description are 
obtained (just like (3.1) without the !). In the other extreme, if a reference frame is chosen 
that moves with the deforming body, that is, w = v, the convective form drops out and the 
case of a Lagrangian description of the motion is obtained. 

Under the assumption of low Mach numbers for the flow field, the air is treated as a Newtonean 
fluid7, see [10]. The stress field u is then 

(8.2) 
2 

U=ー (n+ -μdivv)J + 2μD 
3 

The variable n referes to the pressure that would be there without a movement. The divergence 
term is designed to remove the volumetric part of the stress due to 2μD alone, so that the 
actual pressure is 

(8.3) 
1 

p = --tru = 1r 
3 

It is often preferable to consider the case of incompressible movement to get rid of sound 
waves. In this case, the diverence of the velocity field must be zero and the pressure can not 
be related to a density change of the air. The pressure then is arbitrary up to a constant 
and only its gradient will be used to enforce the incompressibility condition div v = 0. Before 
the incompressible case is treated, the case o(slight compressibility will be considered. For 
small compressions of air, it can be stated that a constitutive relation exists between the air 
density and the pressure: p = n(p). As explained in Gurtin's book (see [10], section 19), a 
wave veloctity t,,(p) can be introduced that follows from the constitutive equation, resulting in 
a relationship between the gradient of pressure and the gradient of mass density: 

2 伽 (p) 2 1 足(p)
t,, (p) = - (units [m/s]) and ―▽ p=-—• p . 

dp P P 

We are dealing with low enough speeds and small enough pressure perturbations (compared 
to the atmospheric pressure p0) so it can be assumed that the mass density does not change 
significantly. Hence the approximation that the mass density is a big constant plus a small 
fluctuation, and the speed of sound is a constant: 

足(p) C各
p = Po + p and -~- and ▽ p=▽ p . 

P Po 

7It should be noted that for D =誓v十▽vT) the velocity gradient of vis used and not that of v -w. 
This is the case since the viscous stress is only a function of the relative movement of particles in the fluid flow, 
therefore it is independent of the movement of the reference field whose velocity is w. 
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FIGURE 7. The description of fluid flow in a moving coordinate system. Both the 
velocity v of the fluid and the velocity w of the grid are relative to the fixed space. 
The control volume moves with the velocty field of the grid -its position after a 
short time is shown in gray. The fluid that initially covered the control volume 
is soon in the region shown with black lines. The arrows show the displacements 
of individual particles on the surface of the control volume. 

Using these approximations in the equations of movement and the continuity equation (8.1), 
together with the linear viscous stress law (8.2), written in the expanded form, the following 
is obtained: 

▽o 
2 

v'+▽ v・(v -w) +云=2vdiv (D -3v(divv) I) -
p'+(Po+ p)div (v -w) +▽ p・(v-w) = 0 

The small signal approximation implies a constant linear relation between the gradient of the 
pressure and the gradient of the density, that is: 

(8.4) 

1 
v△vーーバ7(divv) 

3 

(8.5) 
1 c5 
-Vp = -Vp and thus p = c初+canst 
Po Po 

The canst is spatially constant and can only depend on time, so it corresponds to the average 
atmospheric pressure and will be assumed constant over time as well. The above equations can 
be rewritten after the divergence term of the second one has been collapsed into one expression 
again: 

(8.6) 

1 1 
v'+▽ v・(v-w) +―▽ p=v△vーーバ7(divv) 

p。 3

p'+ div [(Po碍+p)(v-w)]=O

The pressure p in these equations must be understood as a small fluctuation relative to the 
atmospheric pressure. The above equation system must be equiped with consistent boundary 
conditions. At the entrance it is necessary to specify the subglottal pressure p8: 

りlr1= Ps 
If the viscosity stress term is kept, the velocity field must follow the "non-slip" condition, that 
is, the velocity v must be equal to the movement of the grid, w, at the boundary r2 (see 
Fig. 6). The pressure at the same boundary appears to the vocal fold as an external pressure. 

It is apparant that the above system requires very tiny time steps and high spatial resolution 
for its solution, since the solution algorithm must resolve the actual sound propagation and at 
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the same time should model with sufficient accuracy the high velocity gradients that can be 
expected near the walls (shear boundary layer). 

The following approximations can be made. First, a small reformulation of the system for 

the case of neglecting viscosity (v = 0) should allow significantly lower spatial resolution. The 
boundary conditions must be changed to a slip condition which means that only the velocity 
term perpendicular to the boundary disappears, since now the particles are no longer assumed 
to stick to the boundary. The reasoning for this assumption is that for the air flow far from 
the walls the viscous term is almost irrelevant because small velocity gradients will be found. 

It is then convenient to assume that there will be a thin boundary layer where the viscosity is 
relevant. So the slip condition implies the assumption that this layer is very small. See also 
the discussion of shear layer boundary in the article by Pelorson et al [12]. 

An acoustic approximation can be obtained by taking the time derivative of the pressure 
equation and the divergence of the moment equation. Then the moment equation is multiplied 
with p0c合andthe term div v eliminated. This results in the following. 

d 
(8.7) p"-c詞△p十五div[p(v -w)] = p0c6 (divw'+ div [Vv・(v -w)]) 

This equation is still exact within the small pressure fluctuation approximation, since nothing 
else was neglected. In fact, what is seen here is a wave equation (the term p" -c詮△p) with 
a rather complicated looking source term. If the density field (resulting from the continuity 
equation) had not been replaced by a small fluctuation pressure field, the resulting of the 
operations above would be the equations attributed to Lighthill, and derived in Dowling and 
Williams [6], section 7.4. There is shown how the Navier-Stokes equations (momentum and 
continuity) can be formulated as non-linear wave equations. 

The above is interesting by itself but does not yield any simplifications, unless it is now argued 
that the spreading of the pressure wave is so fast, compared to the size of the glottis, that the 
pressure signal occurs instantaneously everywhere. So the case of infinite signal speed of an 
incompressible gas would be the limiting case. To get to such an approximation, the next idea 
is to maintain only terms that contain喘， andthen assume that the velocity field is solenoid 

(div v = 0). This results in: 

(8.8) △ p = -p0divw'-p0(Vv) : (Vv―▽ w) 

Another approach can be found in applying the incompressible assumption from the beginning. 
This leads to a very similar Poisson equation for the pressure (see below) that does not include 
the term from the moving mesh (it should be there). 

8.4. Potential flow. 

For the glottis, the assumption is often made that there are no significant eddies as long as 
the flow converges. There may be eddies above the glottis, and it can be assumed that they 
shear off the edge of the rapidly closing vocal folds, as shown in the following illustration: 
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For most of the flow field between the vocal folds, not above them, the assumption of no eddies 
may be quite reasonable. It is certainly conventient. If it is thus assumed that the rotation of 
the velocity field v disappears, this is equivalent to the assumption that the velocity gradient 
is symmetric. Further, under this assumption the velocity field can be written as the gradient 
of a velocity potential¢. The moment equation in this case can be reformulated as follows. 

(8.9) ▽ (¢'+~ 図）三）＝▽（▽の） ・W

or in the following way (see Appendix E.l): 

(8.10) ▽ （りI+1[(匹）2 _w門+fa) = (▽ wf(▽ cjJ -w) 

In any case, a modified Bernoulli equation is not obtained since for that the right hand side 
term should disappear (see Gurtin's book for details). This could be achieved only if the 
movements of the glottis that enter the equations by means of the moving grid velocity w are 
neglected. It could also be argued that a Bernoulli equation can not be obtained due to the 
fact that the rotation of v -w does not disappear even if v is an irrotational flow. 

However, if it could be assumed that the flow is stationary, then not only would the term 
がdisappearbut also the movements of the grid would be neglected in the equations. See 
also McGowan's interesting review letter for a discussion of the validity of the assumption of 
stationarity [11]. 

Remark: If stationarity and potential flow is a reasonable assumption, there is no real need 
to model the air flow by using the ALE method over the changing domain between the folds. 
Instead, the flow can be obtained by solving a Laplace equation for the flow potential. Sub-
sequently, the pressure can be obtained from the Bernoulli equation. It is not even necessary 
to have a grid at all in that case. The Laplace equation for the flow potential can be solved 
numerically with the boundary element methbd (see Banerjee, [1]). This needs to be further 
investigated. Problems can be expected especially during the collision of the glottis -of course. 

8.5. The incompressible case and another Poisson equation for the pressure. 

It is often assumed that the flow for low Mach numbers (as is the case in the glottis) is 
appropriately modeled under the assumption that the air is incompressible. In the above 
method this is considered as a limiting case: The signal speed c。isinfinite in the limit, and 
the divergence of the velocity field v disappears. Essentially, c各playsthe role of a penalty 
coefficient. 

In the following approach the incompressibility condition is used apriori, not allowing a small 
signal approximation for the pressure field. In this case the N avier Stokes equations become: 

av 
at -+▽ v(v-w)+ —• p = 2vdiv D 

Po 
divv = 0 

For incompressible flow, the pressure field plays the role of a Lagrange multiplier variable. It 
must be such that the incompressibility condition is valid. Just like in solid mechanics -there 
is no direct connection between the pressure field and the flow field. Indirectly however, if the 
moment equation is resolved for the gradient of the pressure p and the divergence is taken, a 
Poisson equation for the pressure is obtained. The incompressibility condition is implicitely 
contained in this equation, div v = 0 is taken into account everywhere. 
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In computing the divergence of the moment equations, it can be first stated that div四 =0at 
must be true due to the incompressibility condition. (This is the reason why the Poisson 
equation can be solved alternating with the solution of the velocity equation, resulting in what 
is called the velocity correction method). Further, the double divergence of the symmetric 
deformation rate tensor dissappears if div v = 0 (see Appendix 3). The only term left is 
div (Vv(v -w)) (see Lemma 4). The following Poisson equation for the pressure field is 
obtained: 

(8.11) △ p= -p。tr(▽v▽ (v -w)) = -po(▽ v) : (• v —• wf  

It can be seen that the term containing the accelaration of the grid in (8.8) is missing in the 
above equation. However, the previous Poisson equation for the pressure was obtained by 
taking the limit (勾→ oo) of the acoustic equation for the pressure. 

8.6. Description of the grid movement. 

In this subsection, a grid is described that represents the "wobbling" space between the vocal 
folds and the midsagittal plane. It is obtained by interpolating between the movement of 
the glottal fold's surface points and their projections onto the midsagittal plane. Near the 
surface of the vocal fold the grid moves along with the movements of the surface, and near 
the midsagittal plane it only moves along with the y and z component of the movement. The 
surface of the vocal fold can be parameterized by two parameters (a, (3). In particular, for the 
location and velocity fields at the surface of the fold this becomes: 

文=I:兄 (a,/3)迄 and x= L芯 (a,(J)xa
a a 

whereby芯 denotesthe shape functions in the vocal fold restricted to the surface. In the 
model, the z-coordinate is the main flow direction, the y-axis the length axis of the glottis, 
and the x-axis the horizontal dimension. The distance of a point x on the vocal fold from the 
midsagittal plane is therefore -x1 (since the fold is in the half space of the negative x-axis.). 
It will be assumed that the grid's movement in the midsagittal plane is the projection of the 
movement of the fold's surface onto the y-z plane. So one can construct a parameterization of 
the control volume, based on a parameterization of the surface of the fold (by a and {3) and a 
third parameter I that is O on the glottis, and 1 on the midsagittal plane. This results in the 
following veloctity field for the grid movements: 

w=((l-1)文1'ふ，文3?
Thus, the "wobbling" domain is parameterized by a mapping f~om a unit cube by three pa-
rameters: 

y=((l-1)x1,X2, 況）T

whereby the dependence of x on a and {3 was implied. 

The volume element used for integration is not simply dad{3d1 because the parameterization is 
based on the parameterizaton of the vocal fold surface. It must be computed by differentiation 
of the mapping, or equivalently by evaluating the geometry, as follows. The surface normal 
area element on the fold is (see 4.15): 

ax ax 
ndA=―-X―dad{3 aa 叩
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The volume element is 

dVm = X1 
OX2 OX3 OX3 OX2 -(瓦可―盃茄)dad(3d1 

It is also necessary to know the gradient of this field. It is: 
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(8.12) 
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 A gradient operator in spatial coordinates can therefore be formed via 

(8.13) ▽ = A-Tva 

where the symbol nabla operator with a represents differentiation with respect to the param-
eters (a, (J, ,). The transposed inverse is: 

0 0 n1 
(8.14) A―T = -

1 1 

XJ叫 3,/J- x,, 虹3,o (—~:~::: _"~; ニ悶：~ ~:::: 二，：｝）
It is clear that while the volume element shrinks to zero volume during collision, the transfor-
mation matrix becomes singular. It can be hoped though that the singularity can be cancelled 
out. Integrating over the grid, under an integral the term dVm is introduced due to transform-
ing the integral back to the parametizing cube. Therefore, the A -T usually occures together 
with d"v; 而

(8.15) dVm'\7~(—x~ 叩，(3
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This operator is defined even in the case of the collapsing grid, that is, for x1 = 0. 

It is clear from the above that any volume integral, and thus any equations between coeffi-
cients describing the velocity field, are inherently and non-linearly related to the location (and 
velocities) of the nodes describing the movement of the surface of the vocal folds. It should 
therefore also be noted that any variations in these nodes will affect the field w. 

9. Acoustic coupling of the flow simulation 

In principle, the flow computation could be stretched over the whole vocal tract. But this 
seems unnecessary since for most of the vocal tract, the particle velocities are small enough 
so that the non-linear terms in the Navier Stokes equation can be neglected. Further, it is 
convenient for lower frequency ranges, to make a one-dimensional acoustic approximation for 
the region of low flow velocity along the vocal tract. In general, the walls may be moving (either 
fast in very small amplitudes due to interactions with the sound field, or very slowly due to 
articulatory movements). For one-dimensional sound propagation in a tube with varying area, 
A(x, t), the velocity field can be represented by a volume velocity field U which relates to the 
(one-dimensional) velocity field in the direction of the tube as follows: 

(9.1) v(x, t) = U(x, t)/A(x, t) 

Differentiation of this and using the expressions 

B = ln(A) , Bx= Ax/A and Bt = At/A , 
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whereby differentiation with respect to time and space are marked by the indices, results in 
the following specializations: 

1 
Vt + -Px = 0 becomes 

Po 

Pt+ Poe記=0 becomes 

A 
砧― UBt+-Px = 0 

Po 

Pt+ PoC6(Ux―UB』=0

Taking the spatial derivative of the first and the time derivative of the second, most of the 
terms with the flow variable can be eliminated to obtain: 

(9.2) 
1 Po 

Bx凡 +P四 ―万(B出+Ptt) =ー（広Bt-Uぶ）
C。 A

If it can be maintained that Ax/ A2 and Atf A2 are very small, is it possible to separate the 
pressure and flow fields. Under this assumption the Webster horn equation is obtained: 

(9.3) 
1 

(Ax/ A)凡 +Pxx=万((At/A)Pt + Ptリ
C。

It is assumed that the coupling of the flow field and the acoustic field takes place at some 
cross-sectional interface surface ri. To connect the pressure fields P and p and the velocity 
fields U and v, it must be averaged over the interfaces: 

(9.4) 

1 
p = area(ri) li pdA 

U =  J v-ndA 
ri 

This type of coupling is appropriate for the interfaces r 1 to the subglottal space and at r 4 to 
the supra-glottal space (see Fig. 6). 

10. Methods for air flow simulation 

In the following I will put together the equations that are the starting point of a simulation. 
Statement of the boundary conditions appears to be a hairy issue. It is assumed that the lungs 
are an infinite pressure reservoir with a pressure of Ps(t). Supra-glottally (at the down stream 
end) we apply the condition that the air pressure must be p0(t). Initially it will be assumed 
that these pressures are constant. However, in planned extension, the sound field needs to be 
considered outside of the computational domain for the fluid flow. In that case, the pressure 
in the vocal tract will interact with the fluid flow via the boundary condition of the pressure 
at the interface between fluid and acoustic fluid. It can be expected that there will be an effect 
on the flow velocity field. For instance, a pressure change at the down stream interface will 
result in a change of the total flow field including the flow at the sub-glottal interface, where 
the pressure is supposed to be Ps・ 

Viscous terms will be neglected, so a slip condition will be applied on the surface of the walls, 
including the moving vocal fold surface. 

The boundary conditions for the pressure on these surfaces are obtained by resolving the 
Navier-Stokes equation for the pressure and multiplying with the surface normal. The following 
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equations are obtained. 

(10.1) 

(10.2) 

(10.3) 

(10.4) 

(10.5) 

(10.6) 

(10.7) 

av 1 
可+Vv(v-w) =―囚▽p

△ p= -p。tr(Vv▽(v -w)) -p0divw' 

p = p0(t) supra-glottis boundary 

p = Ps(t) sub-glottis boundary 

（▽ p + p0a)・n = 0 on moving glottis surface 

(v -a)・n = 0 on moving glottis surface 

v・n = 0 on rigid wall surfaces 
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See Fig. 6 for explanation of the regions. The vector field a is the instantaneous acceleration 
of the vocal folds and on the surface of the folds it is eq叫 tow'.

Remark: It should be noted that no boundary conditions are specified for the velocity field 
on the input and output domain surfaces. Only pressure conditions are specified, following the 
considerations about the nature of the problem. However, it is usually found in the literature 
that explicit boundary conditions for the flow field are specified, for example, such as that 
the flow is perpendicular to the inflow and outflow boundaries. I wonder if this is essential. 
My reasoning is the following. It is assumed that the equations above are simulated starting 
with a zero initial velocity field and for simplicity without movement of the vocal folds. So the 
pressure is computed via a Laplace equation, since the inhomogeneous term in (10.2) is initially 
zero. The resulting pressure field should be a smooth interpolation between the pressure at 
the lower and upper ends of the fluid flow domain. Next the flow is updated and a small little 
bit of flow will occur that influences the pressure field. After that, the pressure field is updated 
again, this time via the Poisson equation (10.2), and so forth. Essentially, the pressure field 
provides the potential from which the air flow "is pumped through the domain". I do not see 
the physical need for specifying the flow boundary conditions for the surfaces r 1 and r 4 (see 
Fig. 6), and I would not know how to specify a meaningful boundary condition for the flow. 
So I leave it unspecified. This will have to be critically reviewed. 

10.1. Discretization. 

In this subsection I will only cover a discretization method via the finite element method or 
with spectral methods. This may later be specialized to the more common volume element 
method which can be found partially covered in the book by Ferziger and Perie [8]. It should 
also be possible to use boundary element methods (see Banerjee, [1]), and an investigation of 
that is forthcoming. 

Following the Galerkin method the equation for the velocity is multiplied by some arbitrary 
vector field ov that fulfills the essential boundary conditions, and the resulting inner product 
field is integrated over the fluid domain. Similarly, for the pressure equation a scalar field 
op is used. For the discretization, shape functions Q a are used to discretize the velocity 
fields, and shape functions Ra to discretize the pressure fields. In the following the discrete 
system of equations will be developed without considering singularities. Then, the problems 
associated with the collapsing grid will be addressed. In the following equations, summation 
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over expressions containing multiple indices is implied. 

v=Q衣 a

▽ V=Va@▽ Qa 

ふr= Qa,0Va 

P = RaPa 

Op= RaOPa 

In the velocity field, the convective term becomes (switching as needed between components 
and tensor notation, and using the notation Qa,i = (▽Qふ）：

Jv-▽ V・V = Qa6Vai(vb Q9▽QりijQcYcj= QaOVaiVbiQb,jQcVcj = QaQc▽ Qb5v a(vbRVe) 

and 

Jv・Vv・w = Qa6Vai(vbR ▽ Qb切Wj=Qa▽Q砂立(vbRw)

The pressure gradient in the velocity equation results in a term: 

1 
ふraQa-RcPc

Po 

After integrating over the domain and dropping the arbitrary 5v the equation is obtained: 

(10.8) 

whereby 

M幻＋凡+GacPc = 0 

Mは=!仏QbdV
VJ 

瓦 =J Qふ鴨dV・(v虚 Ve)- Q図 (vb0 w)dV and 
VJ 

Gae= -j Q心 V

I 1乃
Po v1 

The integration involving w does not allow (or need) to factor out w, since it is actually 
only represented via the shape functions used on the surface of the vocal fold model. In the 
numerical integration, w must be evaluated at each Gauss point. 

The slip condition for the velocity field (v -w)・n = 0 can be enforced by an algebraic 
constraint. It can be obtained from a weak form of the boundary condition that is integrated 
over the vocal fold surface r 2. For this, another scalar Lagrange multiplier field, say 7/, must 
be introduced that lives on the surface of the vocal tract. The slip condition then becomes: 

J 77(v -w)。ndA= 0 for any'f/ . 
I'2 

(10.9) 

For the discretization the fact that the field w must be equal to the velocity of the surface of 
the vocal folds can be made use of. Conventiently, 7J can be discretized using the same shape 
functions as used in the vocal fold model for the displacements, namely Na restricted to the 
surface of the vocal folds and the velocities of the surface nodesふ. After integration and 
dropping the arbitrary coefficients 7Ja, the following constraint equation is obtained: 

(10.10) B竺Vb=B竺Xe
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Hereby, the summation over equal indices is again implied, and the two matrices (which are 
in general of different order) are: 

B誓=!噂 ndA
応

B竺=!N, ぷ ndA
r2 

For the pressure equation, use is made of: 

Jp△ p = div (Jp▽ p)―▽ Jp. v'p 

and the divergence theorem to incorporate the natural boundary conditions on the surface of 
the vocal folds, namely by using (10.6): 

J応 Jp▽p・ndA=-1応 Jpa・ndA

The right hand side term in the pressure Poisson equation becomes, after integrating its product 
with Jp瓜a,and dropping如：

B. ~Po VJ凡(VQ虚鴨）dV) : (v虚 V』-po(l/• ▽w 鴨 dV)・v,

(In components the integrant of the second integral is: Ra伽 wi,jVbi.)So the Poisson equation 
for the pressure becomes, after cancelling signs on both sides: 

(10.11)~ 応＋ふ =Ba

with the right hand side Ba from above and 

M点=!訊・▽邸V
VJ 

Aa= J凡a-ndA
応

10.2. What happens when the grid collapses? 

The integrals of the previous section are all taken over the fluid domain. It is clear that the 
fluid domain will shrink to a very flat region and eventually to nothing where the vocal folds 
collapse. In what way do these integrals behave when this happens? 

The fluid domain is parameterized, as described in sect. 8.6, from the parameters of a unit 
cube. The functional matrix of the mapping from the cube to the fluid domain was denoted 
A. It becomes singular where the grid collapses. The integrals for the computation of the 
coefficient matrices for the discrete flow velocity equation (10.8) and for the discrete pressure 
equation (10.11) are evaluated by integrating over the parameterizing cube. Thereby the 
differential volume of the cube must be multiplied by det A. For this reason, in the flow velocity 

equation, the integrants for M, 旦andGae disappear gracefully. The two integrals in the column 
Ff! are also not a problem: There is one spatial gradient (of the shape functions) in each 
integral. The gradients of the velocity fields become singular because of the transformation of 
the gradient, c.f. equation (8.13). However, in there, det AA-T the singularity is canceled out. 

The problem becomes more severe for the discretized pressure equation, since there are two 
gradients in the integrals, and there is only one det A to cancel out the singularity. To deal 
with this problem it is proposed to multiply the pressure equation (10.2) with a field det A 
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and then proceed. This idea certainly gets rid of the singularity. The justification may be by 
means of a little practical requirement on the arbitrary field c5p that was used to obtain a weak 
formulation of the pressure equation. It would then be required that if the grid collapses, the 
weighting function used to obtain a weak solution must be zero. 

11. Conclusions 

In this report it was attempted design a model of a symmetric vocal fold system with body-
flow interaction. The model contains a non-linear tissue description (of the elastic properties) 
of the vocal folds that can be specialized to various hyperelastic material descriptions. The 
implementation method can be applied to other materials as well and does not rely on the 
assumption of hyperelastic tissue models. The mathematical methods underlying the modeling 
of air flow were described using a moving coordinate system that changes instantaneously with 
the moving of the vocal folds. The air flow is assumed to be symmetric, for convenience and 
for the sake of significant simplifications. This is justified by the reasoning that significantly 
asymmetric flow (Coanda effect) may only occure if the vocal folds are not oscillating. 

Several important issues could not be finished or covered in writing by the time of submitting 
this report. (i) Still missing is a rigorous treatment of the interaction between the fluid flow 
and the movement equations for the vocal folds. It is planned in futher work to obtain this in 
the frame work of the virtual work equations with constraint as described in section 5 for the 
vocal folds alone. (ii) While some information is given on useful numerical methods and how 
they can be applied here, the implementation of a numerical code and numerical experiments 
could not be finished by the end of my stay at ATR. 

12. Appendix A: Definitions 

DEFINITION 1. Fis the deformation gradient. It is 

F 
OXi 

iJ ・・= 
EJpj 

where p is the coordinates of a particle in the reference configuration, and x is the spatial 
coordinates of the same particle in the deformed configuration. The determinante of F, the 
Jacobian, is denoted J. 

DEFINITION 2. The right Cauchy tensor is C = FT F, and the left Cauchy tensor is B = F FT 

DEFINITION 3. The Euler tensor isE =½(C -I). 

DEFINITION 4. The rate of the deformation gradient and the spatial velocity gradient relate 
as follows: 

L=▽ (v) = P F-1 

DEFINITION 5. The symmetric part of the velocity gradient is D =½(L + Lり， andthe 

asymmetric part is W =½(L -Lり

DEFINITION 6. The symmetric part of the velocity gradient and the rate of the Euler tensor 
relate as follows: 

戸 DF=む or D = F-TEF-1 

DEFINITION 7. The 2nd Piola tensor and the stress tensor are related by the Piola-transform: 

び=1-1FSFT s = Jp-1びp-T
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DEFINITION 8. The deviatoric part of the Cauchy stress tensor has the pressure removed and 
its trace is zero: 

(A.l) 
I I 1 

び'=DEV(u) =び― -trび = Uー pl where p =―び： I= -trび

3 3 3 

Correspondingly, formulating the hydrostatic pressure based on the 2nd Piola tensor: 

(A.2) 
1 

p = -1-1s: C 
3 

DEFINITION 9. Isochoric means that det C = 1 and羞detC = 0. Since 

j = JC-l: CJ 

we can also write this as condition for isochoric. 

DEFINITION 10. The directional or Gateaux derivative of a function or a functional f(<P) in 
the direction u is defined as follows: 

d 
DJ(<P)[u] = - j(<P + rn) 

de €=0 

In particular, the directional derivative of the deformation tensor F in the direction of a 
spatial field u is: 

(A.3) 

since F =盛ap・ 

DF⑲) [u] = 
d o(<I>十位）枷枷
- =-=-F,  
dE E=O op op ox 

The directional derivative of J is: 

(A.4) DJ(<I>)[u] = Jdivu =JI: Vu 

13. Appendix B: Shape functions and their gradients. 

The parametrization of a volume (vocal folds) in its reference configuration is achieved via 
scalar shape or interpolation functions M, 虚，v,() whose arguments are the coordinates of a 
unit cube or similar simple domains. The initial configuration of the body is described by 
a set of coefficients Pa, (3-tuples) that can be understood as the reference node points. The 
material coordinates are thus defined as: 

p =p(!;,, パ） =I:M. 虚，v,〈）Pa 

The current location x can be expressed either by the same or different shape functions, Na 
(whose number can also be different), also defined on the cube domain: 

X = x(もパ） = LNa(もパ）Xa 
a 

If the shape functions Na and Ma are the same then Na are called isoparametric shape 
functions. It is useful to understand the current location x as a vector field that is a function 
of the material coordinates p. 

The material and spatial gradients of the shape functions also need to be computed. The 
material gradients are obtained by differentiating with respect to p, denoted▽。 andthe spatial 
gradients are with respect to x, denoted▽ . We have: 
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(A.5) Aj. 
8pi 8Ma 

・= = 
況・ I: a 

洸j
Pa,j 

For the material gradient of況 weget: 

(A.6) 
8Na 8pi 8Na 

api aら況
Thus: 

Aij(▽。Nふ＝（▽~Na)j 

So: 
▽。芯=A-T叩Na

The coeffients of A -T and▽。汎 canbe precomputed and stored at the Gauss points. They 
only depend on the reference configuration which is fixed during the computation. The defor-
mation gradient is the differential of the spatial field x with respect to its material coordinates: 

凡＝
底
ー=LXaz 8Na 
8pj 8pj 

This can be written in tensor notation as: 

(A.7) F=LふR▽。Na . 
a 

Finally, the computation of the spatial gradients of the shape functions is necessary: 

This can be found from: 

Thus: 

(A.8) 

8Na OXi 8Na 

axi opj opj 

(VN, ふ
BNa 

・= 
axi 

&Na &Na 
⇔ ――凡＝――-¢=}pTy'芯＝▽。Na

&xi &pj 

▽兄 =F-TV。Na
It is clear than that the material or spatial derivative of any material or spatial field that 
is discretized using the shape functions Na can be obtained via the gradients of the shape 
functions. In particular, if we approximate the field c5v by江 Nac5va, then its gradient becomes: 

(A.9) ▽ 8v = I:ov喜▽Na 
a 

14. Appendix C: Some Lemmata and notes 

Let S be some mix of hyperelastic behavior plus a stress term that results from dissipative 
terms and is a function of the strain rate. That is: 

aw 
S=2— +L[D] ac 

Then two equations for the case of isochoric movements are obtained: 

aw 
(S-2―-L[D]): C = 0 ac 

1c-1: 6 = o 



This can only be true if 

(C.1) 

14. APPENDIX C: SOME LEMMATA AND NOTES 

aw 
5=2—+ L[DJ + 110-1 ac 

Inserting this into the equation for the pressure (A.2) yields: 

(C.2) 
1 呼 (C)

p=-
3 
1-1(2 

ac + L[D]): C + r 
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So the pressure is only defined up to an arbitrary constant, no matter how S was obtained. 

The above argument was carried a little further in the book by Bonet and Wood, [3], page 
127ff. It is there shown for the case of only elasticity the pressure and , coincide if 呼．

ac・ 
C = 0. It is then shown that this is equivalent to the argument that the function'11 must be 
homogeneous of order 0, i.e., -w(aC) = -w(C), for arbitray a. Thus, choosing a= J-2/3 does 
not change the strain energy function. 

This argument can also be applied to the case in which the stress tensor obtained as gradient 
of an elastic potential is augmented by a frictional term L[D]. It is necessary to make sure that 
the frictional term or any other additional terms do not contribute to the pressure. This can 
be achieved by calculating their pressure terms and aniliating them. For example, in the case 
of L[D] = 2μD in the Cauchy stress, the term iμdivvJ is simply removed from the Cauchy 
tensor. 
In practice it will be necessary to find a field , such that the isochoric movement condition is 
approxmiately fulfilled. After that the pressure is computed by taking the inner product with 
C but the field , must then be subtracted to obtain the true pressure. 

LEMMA 1. Invariance of stress power: The inner product of u and the velocity gradient is 
the same as the inner product with D due to the symmetry of u. This inner product is the 
stress power. When using the pushed back versions of the tensors, and integrating over the 
匹ferenceconfiguration, the same stress power integral is obtained. So it holds that: 

For any volume D。thatis deformed into Dt: 

Proof: 

1t u: D血=1。S:Edn。

S: 方dn。=(JF-1uF-T) : (FTDF)dn。
= tr(F-1uF-T戸 DF)Jdn。
= tr(F-1uDF) Jdn。
= tr (u D) dnt 

= u : Ddnt 

14.1. Surface integral for constant pressure . 

If the pressure is constant (independent of location) the following lumped surface traction 
force needs to be computed: 

和=p J n(x)Na(x) dAt 
8rlt 

It is: 

n(x)dふ＝喜（竺竺） x, Xx, dOid/3 
b 

00:'初3
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And the result is put together as 

応=P J Na(x)鸞x信dad/3
ぬ t

=p~~uい詈警dadf}) 況 XX,

14.2. Reduced kinematic description. 

A simple example of a hyper elastic material is a Neo-Hookean material which has a linear 
stress-strain relationship but is valid also for large strains. The strain energy function is 
w(C) =½µ(trC -3). To make it an incompressible material, instead a modified Cauchy 
tensor that has always a determinante of 1 should be used, namely: 

で=J廿c

and replace the strain energy function ¥[I (C) by面(C):= w(で）. The second Piola tensor 
becomes: 

S=a罰(C)
ac 

+ pJc-1 

To calculate this derivative is a bit tedious. First one obtaines, using det (C) = I I Ic = J生

oIIIc = J2c-1 
ac 

Thus, 

aJ-2/3 aI J J―1/3 1 
C = --J-2/3c-1 

ac ac 3 

To calculate the derivative of the modified strain energy function, the chain rule is applied: 

応 ij a(1-213仇）
＝ 

ackz ackz 
81-213 

= ackz 
匂+1-2/3c5砂 l

8III―1/3 
＝ 

C 

ackz 
c勾十 II 10113 c5砂 l

1 
= --III 

-4/38IIIc 

3 c ackl 
仰+I I I;;113 oi』jl

= -~IIJ: 戸IIIc(c-1)zk仇+III0113o砂 l

＝一~III戸(C―1)zk仇 +III;;113 oikc5jl 

= III011¥-}仇 (c-1証+Oik仰）

This can written more elegantly as: 

(C.3) 
aで 1

ac 
- = 1-2!3 (i --CRC―1) 

3 



15. APPENDIX D: NOTES ON LINEARIZATION 

Where the components of i are: iijkl = c5ik妙Itcould also be written as follows: 

8で 1

ac 
- = 1-2/3i-―で0c-1

3 

For notational simplicity the following reduced 2nd Piola tensor is defined: 

(C.4) 

百：=2a!>
Therefore the following expression for the 2nd Piola tensor is obtained: 

(C.5) 

‘
‘
,
'
ノ
‘
‘
j

ーヽノ

6

7

8

 

．

．

．

 

c

c

c

 

(

'

ー

¥

/

,

＼

S=2 
呼（で）
ac 

= 1-21a (s -i区 C)c-1) 

= J-2/3 百— t 侭：で） c—1 

LEMMA 2. The hydrostatic pressure field of modified elasticity potential disappears. 

Proof: The hydrostatic pressure p is: 

1 
p = -1-1(S: C) 

3 
1 1 

= -
3 
戸 1-2/3(図： C-ー（百： C)c-1: C) 

3 
1 1 

= -J-5/3区： C-ー（百： C)・3) 
3 3 

=0 

15. Appendix D: Notes on linearization 

In components: 

2 
askl 

=2 
8(瓦ふ叫

8Cnm 8Cnm 

=2竺疋疋 2s 8迄ikl

ac uvnm ijkl + ij 
uv 8Cnm 

＝百ijuv疋uvnm疋ijkl + 2S 
租：ijkl 

iJ 
．． 

8Cnm 

The first part of this is: 

with 百=2
祝:
ー・

/JC 

瓦UV疋uvnm疋ijkl

= 1-4!3 Tiijuv (c5unc5vm -icuvC己） (c5i心ーし心）
1 

= 1-4/3仇 nm-3因心C山 (c5砂 z- icijc五1)

= 1-4/3 (百klnm-1(恥心C晶＋恥nm仇CK了） +i翫UV仇ぶ勾c;~)
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In tensor notation this is: 

豆疋：疋＝

1 1 
1-4/3 [百-3 ((~: C) 0 c-1 + C —10 (C: 百））＋り(C:百： C)C賃 c-1]

The other part becomes on expansion: 

塁：l=こ(1-2/3(()i心ー }ci心））＝
= -l1-213c;;~(si心ーじ心） + 1-2/3二 (s砂l —忙心）

= -~J-2/3 に（量l 一丁ckli) + a(~i: 五1)l 
= -}1-2/3 [ c;;~(s砂1 -}cijc五1)+ c5iふ心— cijcはCは］

1 1 
＝一討―2;3[s砂;zC;;~+ 如鯰ckl1 -cぶ ;C扁;-祈ぶ加n土］

The contraction of this long expression with祝 yieldsafter some work: 

―}1-2/3 [函C品＋口nmC五1-(瓦凸） (CknlCは一戸c;;~)]
1s can be rewritten in tensor notat10n: Th' 

-a疋 1 1 
S: 夏＝一討―2/3[百0c-1 + c-1 疇—（百： C)(J --C賃 c-1)

3 ] 

where 

Jijkl = C五ic;/.
Finally, the modified elasticity tensor is the following: 

2 
as 

＝ ac 
1 1 

1-413 [~- -((~: c) 0 c-1 + c-1 0 (c : 百））＋ー(C:35°: C)C冒 c-1
3 9 _~r'i'[鐸 c-1+ c-1 謬—（百: C)(J -~c-1 0い）］］

16. Appendix E: Notes related to fluid mechanics 

LEMMA 3. If the kinematic viscosity v is constant, the double divergence of the viscous term 
in the Navier Stokes equations of an incompressible flow disappears: 

Proof via index representation, using vi,i = 0. 

1 
divdivD = D・・ ・・ ZJ,JZ =-(vz,J + Vj,i),ji 

2 
1 1 

=2仇，jj+ Vj,ij),i = 2仇，JJ・十 0),i

= Vi,jji = Vi,ijj = Q 
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LEMMA 4. If divv = 0, it follows that: div(Vv(v -w)) = tr(Vv▽ (v -w)) 

Proof: 

(vi,j (Vj―防）），i= Vi,ji(Vj -W』+Vi,j(Vj,i - W叫=Vi,j(Vj,i - W叫

LEMMA 5. If▽ v = (Vv)互thevelocity field is free of rotation and can be represented as 
the gradient of a velocity potential. In this case, an inhomogeneous Bernoulli equation for the 
velocity potential is obtained. 

First it is clear that: 

▽ V・V=▽ (V~V) if ▽ v=(▽v戸<=>rotv = 0 

Also, if▽ v is symmetric, it can be written: 

討[(v+ w)(v -w)] = iv[v2 -w2] =▽ v・(v -w) + (▽w汀(v-w)

Using this to replace the term▽ v・(v -w) in the moment equation, the following Bernoulli 
type equation is obtained: 

1 1 
(E.1) v'+―▽ [v2-w門十一▽p = (Vw汀(v-w)

2 p。
If the velocity potential is¢, this can be rewritten as: 

(E.2) ▽ (¢'+嵐（向）2 -w2] + fa) = (▽ w)町▽¢-w) 

17. Appendix F: Implicite time stepping method 

A general implicite time stepping method is described here that can be used for solving the 
discrete equations of the vocal tract model. For the sake of generality, the variables互，ゼ and
others relating to the discrete model state are replaced by a vector variable q. The augmented 
virtual work equation can then be written in the following general form: 

(F.l) 0 = r(q) = M ij + f (q, q) -g(q, t) 

This needs to be linearized around an iteration point q~+I, whereby the upper index represents 
local iteration (time frozen), and the lower index represents time. 

(F.2) r(q~+D = r(q~+I) + S(q~+1) (q~ 土i-q~+1) 

where 

(F.3) S(qに）
Br 

＝一 Kf}q qn+l 

We got: 

匈; of of匈 og
(F.4) S(q) = M-+—+----

匈 oq 匈 oq oq 

In the well-known Newmark method, the following approximations are used: 

匈 1 oり 1
- = -id and - = -id 
oq f3h2 oq f3h 

whereby usually f3 = 1/4 and 1 = 1/2, id is the unit matrix of dimension equal to that of q. 

The dynamic equilibrium is computed by solving the equation r(q~tD = 0 by means of a 
Newton iteration. During the Newton iteration the time is "frozen", that is, the lower index 
of q does not change. At the end of the iteration (if it converges) a new location qn+l has 
been found. Then one step in the Newmark algorithm is computed, which results in a new 
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(predicted) velocity, and acceleration. After that a new Newton iteration is executed that will 
result in a new state, etc. 

17.1. Newmark's method. 

The well-known Newmark's method is based on the following approximations of the integrals 
over a time-interval h. 

Jら+Iij(T)dT~ 
tn 

(1 -,)h伽十 ,hiin+i

Jtn+I (tn+l —噴(T)dT~(! -[3)喜＋厨如1
tn 2 

If the coefficients in these approximations are chosen as (3 =¼and 1 =½, the resulting time 
stepping algorithm is unconditionally stable for the linear case. The algorithm is based on the 
idea: 

Given qn, 伽， and伽， express<in+1, and iin+l by qn, 伽，伽， andthe unknown qn+l. Insert this 
into the linearized dynamic equilibrium equation, nd find qn+l by iteration. 

Using Newmark's integral approximations, the following is obtained: 

1 
飼=qn+h伽+(2―(3)喜＋訳如1

りn+l=伽+(1 -,)h伽十 ,hijn+l

From this one through elimination it can be found: 

(F.5) 
―

―

 

1

1

 

＋

＋

 

n

n

 

.q"q 

―

―

 

[ 1-) (1-五）h
芦 1ー嘉 ］ [ t] + [ 1 l・(qn+l -q砂

This equation must not be understood as a 2-dimensio叫 matrixequation but as a 2n-
dimensional equation. All variables are n-dimensional vectors. For the special choice of f3 =¼ 
and~ = -

2' 
1t becomes: 

(F.6) 
―

―

 

1

1

 

＋

＋

 

n

n

 

.qdq 

―

―

 ［二i~1] . [ t ] + [ 1 ] . (qn+l -qn) 

For every approximation of qn+l, which is obtained at each step during the iteration of the 
dynamic equilibrium equation as q~+i, the variables iJ.~+1 and ii~+l are computed via the above 
matrix equation (F.5). 

18. Appendix G: Some relevant constants and definitions 

Viscosity of air: μ= l.84• 10-4__g_ cm s 
Density of air: p0 = 1.2• 10-3晶
Kinematic viscosity of air: v =μ, cm2 -= 0.153-

Po S 

Fluid mechanically relevant dimension free numbers: 

Reynolds number: Re = voLoPo 

Strouhal number: St = Lo 
voto 



18. APPENDIX G: SOME RELEVANT CONSTANTS AND DEFINITIONS 

18.1. List of frequently used symbols. 

u (spatial) Cauchy stress tensor 
P,P。Density
S, S (material) 2nd Piola stress tensor 

p material coordinate (reference) 
x particle coordinate 

v, a velocity, accelaration field. 
w grid velocity field 

v', v local time derivative, spatial and material 
f force field, various use 

ぷr variational velocity field 
p, 1r pressure variables or hydrostatic pressure 

Na, Qa, Pa, Ra shape or interpolation functions 
c>W virtual work 
F deformation gradient 
J Jacobian det F 
I 2nd order unity tensor妬
C Cauchy deformation tensor 
E Lagrange deformation tensor 
D symmetric part of velocity gradient 
n surface normal 

x• y inner product of two vectors (x瑚） summation over i 
x 0 y outer product of two vectors (xiyj) 
A : B 2nd order tensor contraction (A孔初）．

43 
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